
Panic Policies

When you work inside environments where outsider theory demands that abruptly hired 
reformers stay not only vigilantly on the lookout for aggressive, gun-happy children, but 
additionally argues that these same innovators keep a similarly wary eye upon the very people 
and neighborhoods which surround modern-day test-score-deficit-labeled schools – well, you 
learn to anticipate a certain amount of high drama.  

And a consequently attached confusion.
Our worst year, compounding a new-to-building management angst about how, exactly, 

to track down a highly anticipated in-school violence – a violence which our administrators 
could not, with any great specificity, actually identify – suddenly thrilling sightings of menacing 
neighborhood delinquents (mysterious villains who, quite possibly, oh my, yes, very likely, were 
flaunting guns) flustered those in charge into calling for the phenomenally disruptive, but district 
mandated, lock-down status over and over.  

And then over again.
Apprehensive, on-the-very-edge-of-panic directives sent out over the intercom system 

were complicated by lower-level administrators who walked the halls, anxious to deliver 
personal interpretations of actual policy:

“Teachers! Teachers!  We are on full lock-down.  Lock your doors!”
“Why did you lock your doors?  Haven’t we told you to never lock your doors?” 
“Teachers! Teachers!  Keep children away from the windows!  Pull your shades!”
“Why did you pull your shades?  Didn’t we tell you to keep away from the windows?  

You are never to pull your shades!”
Trying to keep track of when to panic and when not to panic; this was a puzzle made ever 

more complicated as district, school and in-house policies repeatedly went head to head.  At our 
school, high anxiety was kept tinglingly alive by an exceptionally large woman who had been 
only recently, and very unexpectedly, placed in charge of discipline.  Her nickname, Buck, was 
fitting; with Buck, spectacular size came with spectacular bullying.  Already infamous inside our 
building, stories, including mention of full leather and a Harley, abounded.  

Calling upon a favored tactic, Buck paced the halls in the hope of catching insubordinate 
teachers – those teachers who, in an outright defiance, might be erasing boards or talking to 
students between classes.  Attentively, then, she would sneak up and yell across the room loudly 
and unpredictably, always making my heart stop and my urinary tract muscles contract:

“Ms. Aech!  You will be at your door during passing periods!”
After one particularly long morning spent in trying to keep up with the various stages of 

panicked policy which had entered our school hand-in-hand with yet another alleged 
neighborhood gun sighting, our wobbly-voiced principal announced that while our school had 
now been authorized to move out of a full lock-down status, we were to continue our day in a 
partial lock-down mode: Absolutely no student was to be given permission to exit the building.  

Immediately, a glowering Buck stood in front of me, ready to bellow her own version of 
this decree:  “It is district policy, Ms. Aech, that no student may leave the building, but it is 
school policy that you must check every ID.  No student may leave the building and every 
student must show you an ID.”

Left to carry the weight of Buck’s unambiguous commands, I quickly reacted when two 
boys talking animatedly to one another avoided hearing my escalating requests that they show an 



ID and not exit the building.   Positioning myself between them and our building’s front doors, 
loudly, and I thought quite logically,  I asserted:

“Stop!”  
 Being the very model of a modern-day school reformer – a vocally concerned 

administrator privately attached to the painstaking avoidance of any and all of the messy 
community politics which inevitably ensued should she back policies of any kind, even those 
which she had, herself, announced publicly only a short time before – our latest fixer principal 
stomped angrily out of the office. 

“Ms. Aech!  Ms. Aech!”  Her clearly offended voice rose precipitously. 
“What are you doing?  Stop this immediately!  You may not raise your voice in this 

school.  Leave those students alone!”
But they don’t have IDs, I explained.  And they are leaving the building.
“Do not take that tone of voice with me!” she huffed and turned her back to walk away.  

As she marched decisively back into the front office, her smartly polished one-and-a-half inch 
heels clicked loudly, giving an unmistakable emphasis to her words.  Confused, I turned to watch 
as the two ID-less boys now strolled leisurely out of our building.  Crossing the driveway and 
entering the parking lot, there they met up with a large gray-haired man.  After getting into his 
car, they all drove off together.
 	
 Probably?
	
 Well, at least it seems likely.  

None of them had a gun.


